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Introduction 

Want to create an ebook that will en;ce readers to sign up to your 
mailing lists and come back for more? 

Here we will be looking at some core elements, which we will 
break down into specific topics. 

These topics will go over not only the core basics of crea;ng an 
ebook, such as ideas and forma^ng, but we will also dive into the 
general mindset you must have and the hurdles you will face along 
the way to create and finalize your projects. 

You will have to come to terms with dealing with struggles and 
failures along the way, but if you follow along with the ideas in this 
document while understanding what your audience wants to see 
and read, then there will be no limits to what you can create. 

You could poten;ally create something so irresis;ble that your 
readers will have no choice but to buy from you and be hooked on 
every word. 
 
So to get a clearer idea of these concepts, let’s dive in. 
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1 — Make The Topic VERY Specific  

Crea;ng an ebook that people want to read can be tricky for 
newbie content creators to grasp at first, as there are a lot of 
concepts that they may not fully understand. 

It's all OK and well to create something unique that you think 
would be worthwhile reading, but what about your poten;al 
audience? 

What subjects are they interested in or are willing to invest in? 

You have some excellent ideas for crea;ng high-quality ebooks, 
but they will be a waste of ;me if no one reads them. 

So what you need to do is create content for your ebook with your 
audience's interests and issues in mind. 

You can create and provide informa;on that can help them while 
s;ll adding in your unique angles and opinions of specific topics. 

Become the authority in your chosen area or niche, get good at 
one thing and understand what your audience wants from you. 

Understanding these concepts will make it easier to create 
something highly engaging around topics of interest.  
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You can provide the most value possible to encourage viewers to 
read your content and keep them hooked. 

The topic needs to be very specific. 

The more focused the content is inside the ebook, the more 
appealing it will be to those that wish to read it. 

If the content is too generic, it won’t provide any las;ng appeal 
and will be unlikely to hook your readers in. 

But the more specific and focused you get with the content of 
your ebook, you are more likely to reach a much more engaged 
audience of readers. 

To elaborate more on this, here are a few examples: 

If you want to create an ebook around affiliate marke;ng and use 
the term How to Make Money Online with Affiliate Marke;ng, 
although it is a good topic in general, it is too broad. 

For some users, it will be fine, but for others, they need something 
more focused. 

They need something extra to work with that topic but in a 
par;cular area. 

Now, if you use a combina;on of these examples: 
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● How to make money with affiliate marke;ng using [your 
method]. 

● How to make money with affiliate marke;ng using Builderall. 
● How to make money with affiliate marke;ng using Clickbank. 
● How to make money with affiliate marke;ng using 

Digistore24. 
● How to make money with affiliate marke;ng using 

Clickfunnels. 
● Make money with affiliate marke;ng using video. 
● Make money with affiliate marke;ng by wri;ng blog posts. 

See how the general term is being used to create something of 
interest but is more specific. 

These clear ;tles are more focused on par;cular topics when 
compared to more general ideas. 

Having a clear format with valuable informa;on segments with a 
solid structure that is easy to follow can enhance your chances of 
people engaging with your content. 

Doing this will help you create content for your ebook around 
par;cular topics that provide a hook and answer ques;ons that 
readers may have. 

Remember, not all readers understand everything about affiliate 
marke;ng. 
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They want a fast-track method to learn what they need to quickly 
in a par;cular area of more interest. 

So if you can provide that level of value in your ebooks or any type 
of content you create online, you can appeal to a much more 
focused audience who will read what you have to offer. 

There are plenty of angles you can use, and there is an abundance 
of informa;on available online that can give you a ton of ideas to 
create your content around. 
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2 — Find A Curious Angle & Hook 

Leading on from crea;ng content around specific topics, you also 
need to find a unique angle and add an engaging hook to draw 
your poten;al audience into reading your ebook. 

There are many different ways to achieve this, but like in the 
previous example, you must be mindful of your audience's needs 
and interests before aPemp;ng to create an engaging hook that 
will reel them in. 

You also want to make sure that your hook isn’t too generic either, 
as it won’t create any real intrigue with your poten;al readers, and 
they will be unlikely to read anything you have to offer. 

The ideas you have could persuade you to write about something 
that you are passionate about or an idea that has been on your 
radar for years.  

While this is great for your interest, it's not always the best 
approach if you want to sell ebooks. 

It might sound counterintui;ve, but when crea;ng content with 
the inten;on of selling, although good in some cases isn't always 
the best way to proceed, and you do need to think of what you are 
wri;ng with your audience's needs in mind. 
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● The best way to get viewers to read to create a unique ;tle 
with an en;cing hook. 

● You can then use that angle to work on a specific topic that is 
more focused on the reader’s requirements. 

● Use these methods to create unique hooks for your ebooks 
to get people to open & read them. 

What's the 'hook' of your ebook? 

For best prac;ce, you can: 

● Research other popular and trending ebook topics and ;tle 
ideas to help you understand a useful but prac;cal hook that 
you can use for your ebook. 

● You can u;lize google searches or popular book websites like 
amazon as it has an en;re marketplace dedicated to ebook 
crea;on and selling. 

● Look at the popular books and see if you can take something 
from them as a unique angle for your content. 

To set out a structure for your ebook, you will need the following: 

● Add a story 
● Add guides and references 
● Step by step tutorials 
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There are a lot of angles you can use to create an ebook that in 
many forms, either from telling stories to crea;ng lead magnets to 
en;ce users to read or sign up to offers or promo;ons. 

Many content creators who make a lot of money build full-;me 
online businesses through ebook crea;on alone. 

Anyone with an idea can quickly turn that concept into an ebook.  

It is something you should consider but make sure to plan out your 
ideas of what you want to write before going ahead with the 
project. 

Once you find that angle and hook for your content and give your 
readers what they want, you will have a bePer chance of selling 
your ebook or having them download it as a free offer. 

Take your ;me and look for inspira;on around your ideas. 

● Read other blog posts. 
● See what other creators are wri;ng. 
● Read comments and feedback. 
● Use search engines to look for ideas i.e., Google, YouTube. 

You’ll be amazed by the ideas you can find if you take the ;me to 
do some research. 
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3 —10x Your Authority With Examples 

While crea;ng your ebook, you also need to build intrigue and 
generate excitement among your followers with a promise of 
giving as much value as possible. 

And a great way to take advantage of this would be to provide 
examples of your work, processes, and previous experiences to 
help you build and explode your authority with your audience. 

You can provide examples in many various ways from: 

● Documen;ng your crea;ve processes. 

● Sharing stories of your previous work experiences. 

● Sharing photos or screenshots of your results, traffic, and 
sta;s;cs. 

You can u;lize various tools and services available online, both 
paid and accessible, to avail of specific features that can help get 
your message out for new poten;al followers to see. 

You can share news, progress reports, and upcoming features or 
insights regarding the progress of your ebook. 
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Using and building a following on social media sites with the likes 
of: 

● TwiPer 
● Facebook 
● Instagram 
● Pinterest 
● Linkedin 

These plaiorms, to name but a few can be essen;al to the future 
success of your ebook once it is released. 

Post regularly on these plaiorms to let your followers know of any 
upcoming changes or even ask them for feedback that can help 
you change the crea;ve direc;on if you feel that your ebook 
project isn’t progressing in the way you would like. 

● Ask them what they would like to see from the ebook? 

● Make them feel like they are part of the journey. 

● Allow them to feel involved. 

If they feel like they can have a say in the process, they will feel 
more excited to read the finished product once completed. 

It will help you engage with your audience and create a more 
human connec;on, making people feel more inclined to support or 
buy from you.  
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Social media is one of the essen;al tools for marke;ng your work, 
and it’s free! 

It’s great for building an audience before any launch, so start early! 

You could look into other op;ons to deliver email newslePers with 
new informa;on and teasers of what is coming over the coming 
weeks and months of your ebook's progress. 

Also, for acquiring people’s names and email addresses, you could 
host contests to incen;vize people to join your mailing list.  

You could provide a limited number of early access copies of your 
ebook to poten;al winners. 

It will significantly help build and establish your authority as a 
content creator. 

You can use this strategy to "sell" more of your products and 
generate more leads and traffic for your business and get more 
eyes on your content.  

Don't forget that the main goal is to get people on your list and 
follow you on your social channels. 

Once you have established those methods, you can show them 
how they can benefit from buying your latest ebook. 

List the benefits and let them know how it will help them. 
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Understanding your audience and knowing what they want from 
you will help you cral more engaging content for your ebooks to 
provide valuable insights for those who read them. 

It will help you increase your authority within your niche.  

People will relate to you the more you can help them. 

Ebooks are a great way to establish that trust with your audience. 

The list of possibili;es is endless in choosing and planning to 
execute your ideas to acquire new followers who will be excited to 
buy your ebook. 
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4 — Find Your Voice & Be Natural 

To be authen;c concerning the content of your ebooks, you need 
to be natural in your approach and find your voice. 

It means that you need to be your true natural self and be willing 
to voice your thoughts and opinions by sharing them in your 
stories of the content you're crea;ng. 

Branching on from the previous sec;ons about building your 
authority and finding a unique angle and hook for your content, 
your ebook needs to endorse most of these cri;cal factors if it is 
to be successful. 

You want to tell a story within your ebook that will hook people in, 
and being yourself will increase the overall chances of 
engagement. 

Be willing to cri;que your work and add your personality into the 
story by adding your step-by-step processes, ideas, and opinions. 

Think of what you're crea;ng from your follower’s point of view. 

You don’t want to create something that is just a generic copy of 
other creators' work. 
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You want to make the content of your ebook unique to you as 
people will engage with you as they want to see and understand 
your take or views on a par;cular subject. 

Ge^ng one or two new facts across to your readers will help keep 
you at the forefront of their minds during the buildup to your 
ebook launch. 

By breaking down the content of your ebook into individual 
sec;ons, it allows viewers to get a bePer understanding of who 
you are and how you think or process ideas, etc. 

Be authen;c, not fake, as people will quickly see through the 
charade and realize that you are lying to them, which is not an 
excellent way to promote your content or even build a business as 
your followers will lose all trust in you. 

It can have a devasta;ng effect on the long-term growth of your 
business. 

To elaborate, say you create a youtube channel, and the viewers 
engage with your content because of a specific video, and they 
find the ;tle and thumbnail valuable. 

But once they click on the video, they are being shown something 
completely different that has nothing to do with the topic in 
ques;on. 
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Newbie content creators make these mistakes as they are only 
concerned with ge^ng lots of views.  

S;ll, they don’t realize that those viewers will quickly click off your 
video and unsubscribe from your channel leading youtube to see 
your content as useless and, therefore, will not promote your 
content further. 

The same applies to ebook crea;on. 

Once you promise a topic with a specific outcome, just stay the 
course and move forward with your original idea. 

Be honest with your approach and share your progress of the highs 
and lows with your followers. 

It helps your followers see that you are the real deal and are more 
likely to hang on to every word you say. 

So the point of this is to: 

● Stay consistent 
● Be natural in who you are. (That is, who your audience wants 

to engage with.) 
● Find your voice and be unique to you. (People will hang on 

your every word once you are being truthful.) 
  
Your ebooks will have a higher chance of success by being 
downloaded and read if your followers trust you. 
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5 — Do Your Research - Target Pain Points 

To target pain points, you need to know your customers' pain 
points. 

Pain points are specific problems that customers currently face in 
their business or marketplace. 

You will no;ce all sorts of poten;al issues they may face along 
their journey. 

They could have issues with: 

● Not able to get views to videos. 
● Not sure how to create blog posts and get them ranked on 

search engines. 
● Building a sales funnel. 
● Crea;ng an email campaign and automa;on. 
● Sales levels within their business are dipping off. 
● Promo;on campaigns are not reaching enough people or the 

correct type of people. 
● Struggling to get new leads and sales. 

It can be another one of those tricky areas that most newbie 
entrepreneurs and business owners fail to understand with regards 
to knowing their poten;al customers. 

To build a loyal audience, they have to know, like, and trust you. 
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Knowing and liking a content creator or business owner is just a 
;ny piece of the puzzle. 

Gaining the trust of poten;al viewers or customers is the make-or-
break deal to know if someone will decide to join you on your 
journey. 

And one of the best ways to gain that trust is to not only provide 
value but need to understand what issues they currently face and 
how you can help them. 

To understand the concept bePer, you need to do some 
background research on your audience members. 

Ask ques;ons, what are their: 

● Likes? 
● Dislikes? 
● What are they struggling with? 
● What strategies can you u;lize to solve a poten;al issue? 

It would be best if you remembered that people follow and come 
to you for a reason as they need something that only you can give 
them, which increases the likelihood of them becoming loyal fans 
for years to come. 

If you can understand their pain points of what they are currently 
going through on their journey, they will remain loyal fans, but they 
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are much more likely to engage and purchase items, courses or 
anything you promote long into the future. 

But how does this apply to crea;ng ebooks? 

If you follow the steps outlined above, you should have a solid idea 
of your audience demographic. 

You will also have a clear idea of the poten;al pain points they may 
face along their journey. 

So now you can work with crea;ng engaging content and provide 
immense value that you can display in your ebooks. 

And to increase the poten;al of readers downloading and 
consuming the contents, you can: 

● Tell a story and share relatable experiences. 
● Provide examples, tutorials, and step-by-step guides on how 

to do XYZ, etc. 
● Document a case study. 
● Give away an ebook with many of these ideas as a free 

incen;ve. 

You can use these ideas to en;ce people to sign up for your list. 

Let them know by providing a teaser or small snippets of what will 
be inside to help them solve their unique problems. 
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And let them know that they can only get access to your ebook if 
they sign up to your email list. 

It will benefit both you and your customers as they will receive 
something of high value that can help them, and you now have the 
benefit of having direct 1-to-1 access to provide more value and 
build rapport with them over ;me. 
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6 — Get Endorsements From Others 

Ge^ng endorsements from others is a great way to solidify you as 
an authority within your area or niche. 

It can have many unique benefits, bringing more awareness to your 
background experiences and skillsets. 

Being endorsed for your skills and experience lets poten;al 
customers and other business owners know your unique value and 
what you offer as an expert. 

It puts you in the spotlight of being an expert in your cral. 

Ge^ng endorsements from others around specific areas can let 
others know your exper;se and level of experience of par;cular 
crals or processes, which allows future customers or business 
partners know what areas you excel in. 

It will make it much easier to offer up poten;al projects that 
require skilled processes and a level of detail from poten;al clients 
as they know you will complete tasks quickly and effec;vely. 

You can get endorsements based on any par;cular skills you may 
have from: 

● Graphic design 
● Web design 
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● Filmmaking and video edi;ng 
● Copywri;ng skills 
● Ebook crea;on 
● Project planning 
● Construc;on skills 

The list is endless, and many people have a lot of essen;al and 
high-level skills in mul;ple areas, making them highly sought aler 
by poten;al customers, clients, and business owners. 

Being endorsed by others shows your poten;al industry 
knowledge on par;cular areas and subjects. 

Having endorsements can be beneficial during the hiring process, 
depending on the line of work you may be applying for. 

To provide an example of an endorsement, a team member or 
former employer could men;on: 

● John is a seasoned and dedicated social media specialist with 
vast exper;se and knowledge within the industry. 

● Linda is an expert in her field with years of knowledge and 
experience working with and helping clients manage projects 
effec;vely. 

Having someone else provide a detailed descrip;on of your 
background knowledge and exper;se can go a long way towards 
future employment opportuni;es and successes. 
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The same level of detailed informa;on can also work in the same 
way for your content crea;on processes. 

If you are an established content or ebook creator/writer having 
these levels of endorsements from people you have previously 
worked with and customers who have bought you previous 
products will help ins;ll trust with prospects. 

And to ensure a level of trust, endorsements need to be believable 
and cannot mislead the public; this is where tes;monials come in.  

Tes;monials should explain what you did for others and why they 
think you are an expert in your field. 

They can provide examples of your previous work and explain how 
effec;ve you were as a team member to ensure tasks are done as 
quickly and effec;vely as possible. 

You need to provide honesty and transparency with your 
endeavors, as any endorsements you receive can go a long way to 
opening up other future opportuni;es to establish yourself in the 
future as an expert in your field. 

But how do you get endorsements from others? 

You can reach out to work colleagues or former employers with 
whom you have a good rela;onship and ask them to share some 
insights into what it was like to work with you and how you made a 
difference. 
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Another great alterna;ve would be to use plaiorms like Linkedin, 
as it has tools and features available for others to add 
endorsements to your profile to describe your experience and 
skills. 

The endorsements lel by others can be highlighted and displayed 
for other viewers to see on your page. 

People will see the level of exper;se based on the number of 
endorsements you have received from others. 

If you are a content or ebook creator, having endorsements from 
others will help establish your niche’s authority and help with 
promo;ons and sales of your future products. 
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7 — Common Sense Alert 

When venturing in any content crea;on endeavors online, you 
need to sprinkle a dose of reality and have some awareness and 
common sense with what you plan to pursue. 

You will need to realize that not all projects or ventures you 
partake in will be successful. 

You will fail on your journey at various stages along the way. 

But failure doesn’t mean that is it. 

It doesn’t mean that it isn’t going to work. 

It means that you have learned a valuable lesson that you can use 
as leverage to keep moving forward onto the next project, video, 
blog post  
or an ebook project.  

Common sense and awareness happen through mul;ple lessons of 
failure and lack of understanding. 

There can be a fragile line between what is real and what people 
wish to be true. 
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It's a weird phenomenon on the Internet where certain people lose 
themselves in their online ac;vi;es to such an extent that they 
believe the fantasy world they're living in is real life. 

It can lead to a warped opinion and views of the outside world and 
what they think people require from them. 

But just know that there is always room for improvement. 

There is always a way to learn something new as long as you can 
think outside of the box and be willing to change your mindset. 

But it's not all doom and gloom; as for every nega;ve, there is 
always a posi;ve aspect to find if you look hard enough.  

For example, just look at the latest reality TV shows that make 
people famous worldwide, or maybe even your business ventures 
that are seeing success.  

There is always good to be found in the things that you do. 

A liPle self-awareness can go a long way towards any future 
successes you may have. 

Who knows where your future successes may lie. 

The same aspects can work for content crea;on also. 
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If you are craling and piecing together your first ebook, you will 
suffer many failures and hurdles. 

You will face issues like: 

● Having writer's block — Seeing a blank page and not knowing 
what to write. 

● Not thinking of providing value to your readers. 
● Only thinking of what you like and not of that of your 

poten;al readers. 
● Lack of understanding of a par;cular subject. 
● Lack of self-confidence — Believing you are not capable of 

achieving success. 

If you can turn those nega;ves into posi;ves, your chances of 
success will vastly improve. 

Understand what your readers would like to see. 

Ask for feedback on what interests them. 

It helps you cral something unique that your followers will love to 
read repeatedly. 

You will be able to tackle new future projects head-on with the 
same level of enthusiasm while knowing that if something doesn’t 
work, you can set it aside, come back at a later stage or quickly 
move on to something where you can be more produc;ve. 
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You won’t allow for any hang-ups or dwell on previous failures as 
you will have built up a tolerance and understanding in knowing 
that your failures are all part of the process towards your future 
successes. 

The same can be said for your content crea;on and ebook 
projects.  

Add a dose of reality to the proceedings, be transparent in what 
you want to achieve, and demonstrate how you can use that 
informa;on and experience to help your followers. 

It will transcend onto your audience so that they will feel a sense 
of gra;fica;on knowing that they have someone on their side who 
genuinely has their best interests at heart. 

That's how you will grow as a content creator. 

That is how you will grow as an entrepreneur! 
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8 — Fresh Content & Research 

To keep your audience engaged, you need to research the latest 
trends and provide fresh content relevant to the topics of interest 
within your niche. 

People love trends, and for you to get ahead of the curve with 
scaling your business, staying on top of the latest trends can 
poten;ally explore the overall growth of your content. 

It can help regain the trust of current followers and open up new 
avenues for new viewers to find you and follow along on your 
journey. 

Keeping on top of the latest trends, although ;me-consuming and 
can be prePy stressful and demanding, will also be a detrimental 
factor to the overall future growth of your business online. 

There are many different avenues you can u;lize to find trending 
topics online. 

You can use google trends or even research video reviews of 
products, ebooks, etc. on youtube or write blog posts. 

One of the most prominent marke;ng strategies you can use will 
be to use your website to combine video and wriPen content. 
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Video is also one of the quickest and best ways to provide insights 
into the latest topics and trends. 

According to stated facts, online video is one of the primary 
sources of exposure regarding products and services.  

Most people would rather watch a video review around a trending 
topic or service than read about it. 

But having a combina;on of video and wriPen content helps 
appeal to various audiences as even though more people like to 
watch videos, there are those out there that s;ll want to read. 

You just don’t want to discard them in favor of a more popular 
avenue. 

Some of your loyal followers could poten;ally sign up for your 
email newslePers. 

Even buy your latest ebooks from your wriPen content compared 
to a video. 

So avail of as many of these avenues as possible to ensure 
sustained growth for your online business. 

There are so many examples that you could use to spread the word 
about the latest and upcoming trends that you can use to create 
lead magnets for your business to get people to sign up to your 
mailing lists. 
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An example of this could be providing a call to ac;on like: 

To gain access: 

DOWNLOAD THE FREE PDF EBOOK TEMPLATE 

By signing up, you will quickly gain access to free templates that you 
can use to create ebooks as a complete beginner. 

Also: 

Today I'm going to show you how to generate traffic to your website 
through video.  

For this purpose, I will be using Youtube as my example, but the exact 
strategies work for all media formats and wriCen content. 

There are so many examples that you can use to leverage trending 
ideas to create fresh content, and the key is to understand your 
audience. 

● What do they like to read or watch? 
● What topics are of most interest to them? 
● What avenues can I u;lize to create something that will 

appeal to them? 

Just try to understand the audience you want to target and then 
create relevant content that they will watch, read and engage with. 
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Important: If you combine these steps with all of the informa;on 
within the previous sec;ons, you will have a higher chance of 
people engaging with you. 
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9 — Go Viral With Ethical Bribes 

To have any sort of chance of your content going viral, specific 
elements need to be in place for you to see any accurate results. 

Going viral online isn’t an easy task. 

It takes a combina;on of hard work, ;me, energy, consistency, and 
some luck for things to start happening. 

There is no guaranteed overnight success with going viral online, 
but it will help get more eyes on your business and the content you 
create within a par;cular topic or niche. 

As much as it is vital to have a specific plan, especially when you 
are star;ng, it is equally essen;al to be open to the possibility that 
your business might not take off in the way you want if you try to 
follow your exact plan. 

Being open to making changes and being crea;ve could make all 
the difference if things are not working. 

Business is complex, especially for beginners and newbie 
entrepreneurs. 

People can spend a long ;me, months, or even years with very 
liPle success before a piece of content they create can go viral. 
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It can lead to most people giving up before acquiring any level of 
success online. 

But for those that can think of their business long-term and see 
themselves s;ll working on their cral, even 5 to 10 years from 
now have a much higher chance of seeing success and crea;ng 
something that could go viral, which could skyrocket their business 
to new heights. 

You can u;lize some essen;al strategies to enhance your overall 
chances of success with content going viral and get people to 
invest in and be more interested in what you are doing with your 
business online. 

If you have been doing marke;ng for any ;me, you may have 
heard of “ethical bribe”. 

Now, this term may seem shady to most.  

S;ll, there is an excellent reason why ethical bribes can have the 
poten;al to skyrocket your business. 

It u;lizes the element of intrigue and curiosity while ge^ng people 
to sign up to your mailing lists and help spread the word about 
your content online. 

You can provide incen;ves in exchange for them to help spread 
the word and share your content online. 
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It’s all about invoking emo;onal reac;ons of curiosity & intrigue to 
get them hooked to make them think of why they want it. 

To understand ethical bribes in more detail, you need to 
understand your audience, and you can use such processes like: 

● Offer something for FREE — An ebook, free templates, or 
case studies. 

● Offer strategy guides and step by step tutorials. 
● Offer a complimentary one-on-one 30-minute coaching call. 
● Ten simple ways to earn passive income online. 
● Five best strategies you can use to make money with affiliate 

marke;ng. 
● Create a compe;;on and offer free giveaways for the 

winners. 

If you're in the process of crea;ng an ebook, provide previews of 
the book, as this will create intrigue and will make for an 
irresis;ble offer so that your followers can gain access to the book 
once it is released.  

Make the offers unique and irresis;ble while keeping them related 
to the topic. 

Don’t be lazy or complacent about this process! 

Create something compelling and valuable for those who plan to 
invest their ;me and money with you. 
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Make the offer irresisDble!  Make it easy for people to gain access 
to the offer. 
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10 — Just DO IT! 

The final point of this process is just to do it and get started. 

Once you have an idea and plan while con;nuing to keep working 
while overcoming any hurdles, everything will eventually begin to 
fall into place.  

You will start to see results from your efforts.  

Many people struggle with this idea, but the point is that you need 
to take control of your ac;ons and emo;ons. 

Stop le^ng fear hold you back from building something that could 
poten;ally not only change your life but that of others as well. 

Fear cripples most content creators and entrepreneurs as they are 
afraid of failure, which stops them from star;ng. 

People are also afraid of the possibili;es of success as that can be 
highly overwhelming to some even to consider hence why they 
never start. 

But if you never start, you will never know the possibility of what 
could be! 

If you want to be a content creator or entrepreneur, it's important 
to embrace failure as an integral part of the process.  
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But this seems complicated, right?  

If so many other entrepreneurs have failed before us, why would 
we think we'll succeed? 

It's not that simple when you think about it.  

Just know that anyone who says they never failed is lying to you or 
doesn't understand what they are doing. 

They are likely following and using shady or useless methods, 
thinking that it will work for them, and they cannot understand 
why nothing is happening. 

They also do not have a fundamental understanding of their 
audience. 

Other people in the 9-5 mindset think that success will only come 
from working for somebody else. 

They don’t have to deal of making decisions and taking ac;on.  

They make lots of excuses and become too comfortable. 

They are simply not willing to do what it takes to get the results 
they want. 

You need to get out of your way if you want to make a start and 
gain any sort of trac;on with your online ventures. 
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It is all in your head! 

There are some simple methods and tasks you can u;lize to 
overcome these crippling hurdles, which consist of: 

● Find someone you admire that is doing what you want to do. 
● Join an online group of like-minded people with similar goals 

and views of what they want to achieve. 
● Post regular updates inside these groups of your progress. 
● Plan out your tasks in advance and create a small to-do list 

each day. 
● Tackle the most cri;cal tasks on that list first and get them 

out of the way as soon as you can. 
● Be true to your audience and yourself. 
● Understand what your audience wants from you. 
● Be willing to help them. 
● Create a back catalog of content to schedule out at later 

dates to give you more ;me to catch up on other tasks. 
● Know your self-worth and what you want to achieve. 

You can use many of these methods to help you complete daily 
and weekly tasks while working on specific projects. 

If you are crea;ng an ebook, for example, break each task down 
into smaller segments: 

● Product idea and planning. 
● Share your ideas with your poten;al customers and followers 

about what you are working on. 
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● Start wri;ng drals for your ebook. 
● Proofread and edit. 
● Provide previews and samples for others to read and get 

feedback. 
● Make any necessary changes to create bePer quality content. 
● Once the final book dral is ready, begin working on design 

covers and marke;ng campaigns. 
● Set up the essen;al avenues for people to gain access and 

buy, i.e., prompt on social media, over free incen;ves to 
en;ce viewers to sign up for your mailing lists. 

● Build a funnel with added extras and addi;onal incen;ves. 
● Respond to any comments and feedback, engage with your 

audience as they will also buy your future books and content. 

Using some of these methods, you will no;ce a paPern and see 
things taking shape. 

It also helps to eliminate the fear element, as once you work 
through those hurdles, things become easier with ;me. 

By taking ac;on and working on small tasks, you’ll be amazed how 
everything will start to take shape in the weeks and months ahead. 
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Conclusion 

I’ll make this brief. Take ACTION. 

One of the quickest ways to fail is to wait, “think about it,” stall, 
and do nothing. 

Go through this book and make your first eBook. It won’t be 
perfect; you can always “fix it up” later. 

In the “old days,” we would have a printer create the books.  
Hundreds or thousands of them, cos;ng us a small fortune! We 
would need to store them in our house, too. 

Now, you can make your book on your computer, turn it into a 
PDF, and be an author selling your books online in a day! 

Yes, you can. 

But only IF you take ACTION. Do it, and let me know what your 
first book is! 
 
Talk soon! 

Bryan Toder 
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Useful Resources 
Affiliate Marke;ng Courses 
• Taking Ac;on Online — My TOP Recommenda;on 
• Advanced Traffic Blueprint 
• Email;vity 
• The Walker Way 

Sales Cart 
• ThriveCart — The BEST 
• PayKickstart 

Video Resources 
• TubeBuddy 
• MorningFame 
• YouTube Channel Mastery 
• VMI - Video Marke;ng Insider 
• Viddyoze 
• Screencast-o-Ma;c 
• Thumbnail Blaster 

Voice Resources  
• Speechelo 
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PLR Resources 
• Neil Stafford’s PLR Webinar 
• PLR.me 
• ContentSparks 
• Tiffany Lambert 
• PLR on PLR 
• Big Product Store 

Website Builders 
• Thrive Themes 
• ProductDyno 
• SiteGround — Web Host 

Page Builders 
• Funnel Page Builder 
• Lead Pages 

Email Autoresponders 
• GetResponse 
• AWeber 
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Graphic Resources 
• eCovers 
• Canva 
• Ingenious Slides 

Misc. Courses 
• Udemy 
• The Copywri;ng Course 

Disclaimer: Some of these links go to one of my websites, and some are affiliate 
links where I'll earn a small commission if you purchase at no addiDonal cost to you.
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